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micro soft sad Noun midnight 20 reasons why we love Noun

Celebrating collaboration online and offline can help Noun frame how we want to live in the

Noun .

Collectively improve our Noun  ...socially conscious Noun understand they are part of a larger

Noun and understand that for the Noun to thrive, everyone needs to contribute to the greater

good

"To focus on" can be described as seeking "to energize Noun " by being present and giving attention and

awareness to this " Noun ".

"Innovation comes from a new Noun of Noun that worked before and to some degree

somewhere else. The wider the universe of Noun , the more creative the Noun ."

William Duggan

Be Noun , a part of the Noun , access it however you need to, because Noun , ideas,

Noun , Noun , Noun all matter. We have the Noun . This is Noun .

Noun



is creativity. Noun is a Noun , imagine new Noun , remix the Noun , shadow

Noun , a Noun in which the Noun can reinvent Noun .

How all forms of social Noun and socializing is good for a greater tolerance and collaboration of

society and cultures.

People are using social networking in staggering numbers. The world currently spends 110 billion minutes on

social networks and blog sites per month. This equates to 22 percent of all time spent online.

Pioneering organizations see opportunity in this shift. They are integrating social collaboration capabilities into

their strategies, operations, and processes.

Leading organizations are using social collaboration to delight customers, to drive innovation, and to bring out

the best in their business networks and employees.

It's an appealing experience, because participation is "a low investment, with the possibility of a high return."

"Updates available"



"Think tank" (Think thank?)

"Don't judge a link by its hover"

"Loading 5%"

"I hope the light at the end of the tunnel is a computer"

"What is your soft spot?"

"Be bold or italic, never regular"

"The Internet is a very real place"

"My internet"

"We cannot not change the world"

"I hope the light at the end of the tunnel is a computer"

"Innovation comes from a new combination of elements that worked before and to some degree somewhere else.

The wider the universe of elements, the more creative the idea."

whatever

updates available

the



internet is a very real place

troll dolls

Create an environment, to explain and celebrate both online and offline forms of collaboration. The goal is to

facilitate (and don't forget, celebrate) collaboration through specially curated restrictions; verbal ideas, written

ideas and visual ideas.
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